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Captions 

In your local judging circuit or the national circuit in which you compete what are the captions 
in which you will be judged?: 

What are the BEST things your program does presently? 

1.  ________________________________________________________________ 

2.  ________________________________________________________________ 

3.  ________________________________________________________________ 

4.  ________________________________________________________________ 

5.  ________________________________________________________________ 

6.  ________________________________________________________________ 

Terminology 

Dig up a judging sheet for your area and for the caption that means the most to you write 
down 10 of the most important terms that are on the sheet. 
1. ______________________ 

2. ______________________ 

3. ______________________ 

4. ______________________ 

5. ______________________ 

6. ______________________ 

7. ______________________ 

8. ______________________ 

9. ______________________ 

10. ______________________ 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Criterion Reference System 

We have all used the term “Box 5”.  What do each of the boxes really mean? 

What are the main “descriptors” in each box? 

Box 1(?)      _________________________________________________________________ 

Box 2  _________________________________________________________________ 

Box 3  _________________________________________________________________ 

Box 4  _________________________________________________________________ 

Box 5  _________________________________________________________________ 

 

The What and the How 

The what and the how should be adjudicated simultaneously in each caption.  What do these 
terms mean to you and how can you maximize BOTH?   

What show do YOU think should score higher?  Hard but dirty or easy but clean?  (hard 
questions!) 
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Ranking and Rating 
What was the RANKING you received at the biggest show you competed in last year? 

_________ 

What was the RATING you received at the biggest show you competed in last year? 

_________ 

What can you learn from these placings and scores? 

 

The Value of a 10th 
Below is an example of how many judging systems use the value of a tenth in scoring.  These 
tenths refer to IN EACH SUBCAPTION, not in the overall score. 

1,2,3 Tenths:  
The units are essentially equal except that minor issues and “feelings” rate one over the other  

4,5,6 Tenths:  
There are subtle, but objective differences and nuances that make it clear that one unit is 
better than the other unit.  

7,8,9 Tenths:  
There are at least 1-2 significant differences in the descriptive that are easily identifiable when 
comparing two units.  

1.0 or more:  
There are generally several significant differences in the descriptive when comparing two 
units.  
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If you found this report interesting & helpful please… 

1.  Post a comment to Facebook and mention Dynamic Marching!    

2.  Tweet about it! #designforsuccess, @dynamicmarching 

3.  Sign up for our email list at: www.dynamicmarching.com   

4.  Visit our website and browse around! 

5.  Sign up for our online course!   “Band Director Essentials:  Dynamic 
Marching Band Show Design” 
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Next Steps


